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Secure DID Registry

› Project Description: 

Create a command-line utility, that can be used to create a DID 
registry structure, thus onboarding the trusted team with 
necessary ACL set for working with the git repository. This should 
be enabled with an API layer to facilitate the interaction with DID 
registry and the possibility of integration with other platforms.



Secure DID Registry

› Project Objectives: 
› Obj 1: Command to create a verifiable credential repository [DID Registry] for organizations.

› Obj 2: Add enable/restrict access to users of the repository .

› Obj 3: API to add/update/revoke access DID’s or (DID Documents) saved as files on the repo



Secure DID Registry

› Project Deliverables:

› Deliverable 1: Technical design/ architecture to create and manage the DID documents in a 
verifiable credential registry

› Deliverable 2: Script to create a verifiable credential registry to save DID in a secure wallet utilizing 
GitHub as datastore. 

› Deliverable 3: Explore / Utilize Hyperledger ursa to enable encryption/decryption mechanism



Decentralized Identifiers

› Self sovereign identifiers for individuals and 
organizations

› Decentralized & cryptographically verifiable 
identifiers

› Zero Knowledge Proof
› Registered in block chain or other 

decentralized network



DRMan

› DID Registry Manager creates a secure Verifiable Credential Registry on a preferred data store 
complying with Aries VCR for organizations
• GitHub Based VCR
• Gitlab Based VCR

› Basic Operations :
• Creation : Function to create a DIDRegistry for an organization on Github/GitLab. GitHub/Gitlab 

Organization can have multiple repository , same is the case with DID Registries.

• Onboarding : Function to add enable/restrict access to members of an organization

• Manage: Relies on set of APIs that are needed to add/update/revoke access DID’s or (DID 
Documents) saved as files on the repo .



How it works ?

› Create /Read/Update/Delete
› Holder encrypt , signs and uploads the 

DID to the ledger
› Hyperledger Ursa is used for 

cryptographic operations
› GitHub based VCR setup
› Trust can be made by getting the data 

signed by trusted third party
› Holder can revoke the key



DRMan - Advantages

› Simple
› Highly secure
› Adoptable
› Abide to regulations
› Zero infrastructure cost
› Multiple registry management
› Organizations can change from one VCR to other very easily. Like , from GitHub to Gitlab



Accomplishments

› Script was created to enable user to create/delete/modify verifiable credential registry for the 
organization where he can store DID is a secure wallet

› Solution architecture and road map structure 
› Exposure to the skeleton code base
› Deployment & testing of  British Colombia docker images[Ex email verification service]
› Exposure to wide variety of Hyperledger frameworks [Aries, Ursa, Indy]
› Trail and error code execution with lot of cryptographic mechanisms and tools . Exposure to Gi 

crypt, gpg, etc
› Exposure to shell script, Rust languages
› Exposure to different open source forums
› Exposure to similar open source projects handled by Cochin Hyperledger community



DRMan

› Recommendations for future work:

› Create roles and responsibilities for the user
› Revoke access to DID documents when the command invoked by the user
› Authorize trusted third party user to sign our documents to increase the confidentiality
› Access the to-do board under Projects tab of https://github.com/DIDman/DRman to get better insights

https://github.com/DIDman/DRman


Secure DID Registry

› Project Output or Results

› https://github.com/DIDman/DRman
› GitHub Verifiable Credential Registry can 

be created/deleted/modified with the 
command create VCR

› Solution documentation and future 
direction are defined

› Access Read Me at DRman repo for more 
details

https://github.com/DIDman/DRman


Secure DID Registry

› Insights Gained:

› Learnt how to get involved in a open source community and amazed by willingness of 
people who are ready to offer helping hands

› Official documents are not boring stuffs. They carry answer for most of your questions.
› Never afraid to ask questions
› Try to utilize the weekly meetings . Mentors are valuable resources and its all up to the 

candidate to get most out of the opportunity
› Keep iterating the solution document. Follow Agile.Record the outcomes of weekly 

meetings to get better insights
› Have fun !
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